
Product details:
Model no.: Classical keratin treatment hair flat iron F178C
Product size: 290mm * 25mm
Temp.display: 5 light digital temperature display
Plate type: Fixed plate
Shell effect: Decoration shell
Plug: UK plug, EU plug, US plug, TISI plug
Package: Magnetic box
Logo: Epoxy sticker
Technical label: Customized content
Wire label: High temperature warning paper stick on wire
MOQ: 1-100,000pcs
Delivery: 15 days to 30 days (according to the quantity)
 
 
The 3 kinds F178C plate we can do:
We can do flat plate, groove plate and wave plate for option, this product is a professional and classical hair
iron tools we designed for salon usage, to make the straight hair, curl hair with excellent function and effect,
the plate is very narrow with just 20mm wide, which is keen on slaon user all over the world.

 
 
More details about the F178C:
Be different with other hair flat iron with silk-screen printing or gold stamp, silver stamp logo, this product can
also make the high end epoxy round sticker on the two side as below because of the projecting pattern outside
shell and limited space of the two side:



Customized the color of F178C:
Injection technology can make all kinds of color according to your demands, and provide what kind of color
you want. Dark blue shiny painting and black ceramic coating plate is also a good matches, if colorful ceramic
coating can't meet your needs, mirror titanium plate or titanium plate is also a good optional with great
performance.

Luxury package for high quality products:
For the outside effect, matte finish and ligh finish we can make, and do other special technology with gold
stamp or silver stamp if you need. Or UV spot cover the logo to makes your logo effect on magnetic box is
more shiny.



Marketing selling points:
* Classical strong structure design, born for professional salon usage
* 3 kinds of plate for optional to styling curl hair and striaght hair
* PTC heater pretty safety system avoid over heating
* Original design for professional salon styling
* Tourmaline powder and nano silver infused ceramic coating plate
* Argan oil effect to makes healty and natural hair

Package and delivery:

Package Details:

* Gift box package
* Size of GB: 10.5 * 30 * 24mm
* 20pcs/CTN
* Size of carton: 56.5 * 38.5 * 24cm
* N.W.: 10KGS
* G.W.: 15KGS
* 1*20GP: 11,000pcs

Express: Express via: FEDEX, DHL, TNT etc, or by sea

How to use it:
F178C is a kind of narrow plate hair straightener with projecting pattern effect, and there have 3
kinds of plate for optional, we can use it to make curl hair and straight hair.
1st: make sure you have clear and blow dry  you hair, becuase this is the product suit dry hair only.
2nd: chose a small section of your hair, clip it from roots.
3rd: make your way from roots to tip down slowly, and don't stop any spots in your hair in case the
high temperature damage your hair.
4th: if the straight hair doesn't come, you could try to clip smaller section or setting up the
temperature or make your way down more slowly.



The other product you may interested in:
F601E is a professional 1 inch hair flat iron, they have two kinds of plate with PTC heater safety
heating system, and it can also make the titanium plate or tianium plate.



http://www.hairstraightenersupplier.com/products/Extra-long-wave-plate-high-quality-professional-hair-iron-F601E.html#.WAiyJOyECP0

